


Helping horses, 

help people



Horses change lives. They give 

young people confidence and self- 

esteem. They provide peace and 

tranquillity to troubled souls and 

give us hope 

Toni Robinson



• Special Education Needs (SEN’s) 
• At-Risk Youth 
• Emotional, Social, Behavioural Difficulties (ESBD’s) 
• Mental, cognitive or physical impairment 

Horse interaction is perfect for 

people with:



Horse Resource offers a beautiful safe space where we ‘help horses, help
people’ in 150 acres of woodland, gardens and farmland. In our newly 

developed site in EX37 we foster natural learning and life skills through 
horsemanship activities. 

Our site is private and used 
predominantly for therapeutic 

horsemanship activities but open 
to families and the local 

community for seasonal events. 
HR is a non-profit supported by 
volunteers and private sponsors 
to help make all of this possible.





“The goal for all programmes is to improve the 

individual’s emotional, social and behavioural 

development and to benefit physical and 

mental wellbeing” 



1-2-1 

Using our dynamic model of horsecare, horsemanship 

and horseback riding. An effective hands on 

intervention, which has profound results across all 

developmental areas. Visit our site to meet and greet 

our rehabilitated ponies.  





Group

Targeting social inclusion and life skills through 

interactive horsemanship activities with our team of 

horses. People work individually and as a group with the 

horses in a range of activities including herd dynamics, 

liberty and groundwork. Aiding emotional regulation, 

mental health and general well-being. Let our ponies 

open your eyes to a new world. 





Mobile

Therapeutic horsemanship for care and 

residential homes, benefiting the life of children 

with trauma and complex care needs. Let our 

therapy pony come to you and brighten their 

day through a series of sensory activities  



Testimonials 



''Leon struggles with appropriate communication specifically reading the intent and mood 

of others, working with Sophie and the horses has taught Leon to consider how approach, 

tone and energy levels may affect others as well as learning to look for non verbal cues to 

determine whether the horses are comfortable or stressed. Leon’s confidence has always 

been adversely affected by distrust in physical capabilities due to poorly developed large 

motor skills and coordination, Leon and Sophie have been able to work to a position where 

Leon can mount independently and reach a canter whilst maintaining a stable position on 

horseback. Leon works particularly well in sessions with younger children, demonstrating 

the progress Leon has made in the guidance offered to smaller children. Sophie is attentive 

and responsive to Leon’s needs, recognising and helping Leon to recognise when a lower 

energy session is required and when Leon is comfortable and ready to try new tasks or 

tackle something more challenging'' 

 

Boo Hart 

Leon's mum



''Millie has responded to TH beyond 

our expectations. We have noticed 

an improvement generally in 

Confidence, positive attitude and 

her will to take responsibility. This 

point of focus for her has without 

doubt helped her grow as an 

individual'' 

 

Rebecca Yvainne  

Millie's Mum



“Sophie has a fantastic natural 

rapport with young people, 

enabling them to feel relaxed and 

supported. Her approach to 

working with them, has the perfect 

balance of encouragement and 

support to enable independent 

working, to enable the young 

person to gain confidence to work 

autonomously and build belief in 

their own abilities'' 

 

Rosie Edwards



Horse Resource Ltd.

Horse-Resource.com

HorseResource

Follow our journey



Want to know more?
Contact Sophie Anderson

Director 

sophie@horse-resource.com

07961 484418 

Devon, EX37 


